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Dina
Man

Nutla dina
Here is a man

Chela
Boy

Nutla chela
Here is a boy

Hondogh dina zido?
Where does the man stay?

Hondogh chela zido?
Where does the boy stay?
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Nutla dina zidodi.
Here is where the man stays.

Nutla chela zidodi.
Here is where the boy stays.

Dina tomogh zidodi.
The man stays along the bank.

Chela tomogh zidodi.
The boy stays along the bank.
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 Other letters in this alphabet will be introduced in 
Books 2 and 3.

Chola/ cheł  ‘boy’
dina   ‘man’
dineje  ‘moose’
dina   ‘man’
dineje  ‘moose’
ghimał  ‘he is swimming’
ghiyoł  ‘he is walking’
hondiye  ‘where is?’
hondogh  ‘where (at)?’
imo!   ‘ouch!’
izlan   ‘he got it’
k’at    ‘I want it’
łech’a  ‘dog’
ne   ‘he says’
neghoghimał ‘he is swimming to the shore’
nu   ‘island’
nuk’its’  ‘on the island’
nune   ‘porcupine’
nutla   ‘here is’
tazyo  ‘he has started off’
tomogh  ‘along the shore’
yetla   ‘there’
yodo’  ‘down river’
zido   ‘lives/stays/sits’
zidodi  ‘lives at’
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WORD LIST

 The alphabet for the Upper Kuskokwim dialect of 
Athabaskan is a phonetic alphabet. That is, each letter or 
combination of letters represents a sound, and is always 
pronounced the same. This means that if one learns the 

sounds represented by the letters, one can fi gure out any 
word.

 
 The vowel sounds used in this book are similar to 

those in the following English words:
  a as in ‘hat’, e as in ‘he’, i as in ‘hit’, o as in 

‘cot’, and u as in ‘true’.
 
 The consonant sounds used in this book which are 

different from English are:
ł a voiceless l similar to the l in ‘cleave’

nh a voiceless n
gh similar to g, but softer and continued

k’ similar to k, but the breath is held,
 and then released before the vowel

  ts’ similar to ts, but the breath is     
held as for k’

   ch’ similar to ch, but the breath is     
held as for k’

  ‘ the breath is held for an instant     
following a vowel
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Dineje
Moose

Nutla dineje
Here is a moose

Hondogh dineje ghiyoł?
Where is the moose walking?

Dineje tomogh ghiyoł.
Moose is walking along the bank.
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“Yetla dineje,” ne chela.
The boy said there is a moose.

“hondiye dineje?” ne dina.
“Where is the moose?” the man said.

“Dineje yodo’ tazyo,” ne.
He said, “The moose is walking downstream.”
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 dineje

 nune

 dina

 łech’a

 nu
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nune
tomogh

imo

1.     dina zido?

2. Dina     zidodi.

3. Dineje    tazyo.

4.     dineje izdlanh.

5.     nuk’its’ zido.

6.     “nune k’at,” ne.

7. Łech’a, “    ,” ne.

yodo’
hondogh
łech’a
dina
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Dina dineje izdlanh.
The man killed the moose.
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Dineje yodo’ tazyo.
The moose walked downstream.

Dina yodo’ tazyo.
The man walked downstream.

Chela yodo’ tazyo.
The boy walked downstream.



    Nut  la
    Yet  la
      Di  na

Hondi  ye       Where is
      Di  ne je        Moose
           Ne  Said

 Walked    Taz  yo
 Downstream   Yo   do’

  To  mogh   Bank river

Hon  dogh   Where

 Downstream  Yo do’
 Stays   Zi  do

 Here is

 There is

 Man
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 Nu     mał
 ghi     lanh
 iz     do
 zi     k’its’
      yoł
      ne

 Ghi
 gho
 mał
 ne

Neghoghimał
swimming ashore
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Łech’a, “imo”, ne.
The dog said, “It hurts.”
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  nut
  la

  di
  na

  do
  zi
  di

  ne
  di
  je

    ghi
    yoł

     to
mogh

  dogh
  hon

   yo
   taz

nutla
here is

dina
man

zidodi
stays

dineje
moose

ghiyoł
walk

tomogh
riverbank

hondogh
where

tazyo
walked
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 iz   la

 di   la

 yet   na

 nut         dlanh

    neje

   di        je

 di   na

 ne    zido 

    hon ye

yetla  there

nutla  here

dina  man

izdlanh  killed

dineje  moose

dineje  moose

dina  man

zidodi  stays

hondiye  where is
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Łech’a hondogh tazyo?
Where did the dog walked?

łech’a yodo’ tazyo.
The dog walked downstream.

tomogh ghiyoł.
Walking along the bank.

Łech’a, “nune k’at,” ne.
The dog said, “I want porcupine.”
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Nune hondogh tazyo?
Where did the porcupine walked?

nune yodo’ tazyo.
The porcupine walked downstream.

tomogh ghiyoł.
Walking along the bank.
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Hondiye łech’a?
Where is the dog?

łech’a ghimał.
The dog is swimming.

łech’a hondogh ghimał?
Where is the dog swimming?

łech’a neghoghimał.
The dog is swimming ashore.

nune
Porcupine

nutla nune
Here is porcupine

nu
Island

nutla nu
Here is an island.
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nutla nune.
Here is porcupine.

Nune hondogh zido?
Where does porcupine stay?

Nune nuk’its’ zido.
Porcupine stays on an island.

Nune hondogh ghimał?
Where is the porcupine swimming?

nune neghoghimał.
Porcupine is swimming ashore.
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Łech’a
Dog

nutla łech’a
Here is a dog

Łech’a hondogh zido?
Where does the dog stay?

łech’a nuk’its’ zido.
The dog is sitting on the island.
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